
CALEY CONWAY!
!!!

“Caley Conway is on her way to becoming the next big thing in Folk music.”!
-No Depression Magazine!!
“Volcano Song, is an ambitious piece that puts Conway on the map for 2017, and we're ready 
for more!”!
-Paste Magazine!!
“Bringing a brilliant songwriting spirit that focuses on melody and earnestness, Conway's music 
is relatable to a wide audience beyond the Roots world.”!
-No Depression Magazine!!
“Conway's vocal work goes above and beyond the call of duty to bring the record to life, as her 
songwriting ability takes center stage.”!
-No Depression Magazine!!
“Milwaukee singer-songwriter Caley Conway writes about heavy subjects—relationships, 
betrayals, people pushed to the brink, the burden of expectations—but she does so with an 
extraordinarily light touch, delivering her quippy lyrics behind a barely concealed smirk.”!
-Shepherd Express!!
“…a breath of fresh air in a scene where chorus / verse / chorus is pretty standard.”!
-91.7 WMSE!!
“With her incomparable pipes, Conway could sing the Yellow Pages with pleasant results.”!
-Milwaukee Record!!
“With a voice that lulls you into a daydream and lyrics that bring you back to earth, she 
combines sharp wit with warm melodies to form a style distinctly her own.”!
-Breaking & Entering!
 !
“Vocally, Conway is an underrated treasure, and her arrangements… come across beautifully 
on this EP. It’s a warm, atmospheric take on traditional, and definitely a breath of fresh air on all 
four of these tracks.”!
-Breaking & Entering !!
“…at once casual and poignant.”!
-Milwaukee Magazine!!
“With a rare voice and sharp, detailed lyrics, (Conway) commands the center of her songs with 
a quiet ease that suggests she’s been at this for a while.”!
-Milwaukee Magazine!!!



"Conway has one of those voices you picture singing in the foothills of Appalachia, but there's 
this urban, almost Dylan like sensibility to her lyrics and songwriting. Except I get the feeling 
she's a much nicer person.”!
-Sixth Station Blog!!
“…but darn it, her voice is so sweet that you put up with lyrics that kick you. It's like having a pie 
in your face, but you deal with it because it's really good pie.”!
-Sixth Station Blog! !


